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Abstract—Affine invariant point-set matching is an important
issue in computer vision and pattern recognition. Using reference
points derived from the convex hull of the point-set is an existing
idea to solve this problem. However, how to choose proper
and enough reference points for extracting affine invariant and
powerful discriminative descriptors is an open problem. In this
paper, a novel method termed convex hull bisection (CHB) is
proposed for affine invariant point-set matching. In CHB, for
each point in the point-set, two reference points are derived by
bisecting the convex hull using the line connecting the point and
the centroid of the convex hull. The resulting reference points and
other reference points, such as the centroid point of the convex
hull and the mean point of the point-set, are utilised to yield an
11-dimensional affine invariant feature vector associated with any
point within the point-set. The obtained point based descriptors
are used for point-set matching. The proposed method works
well even in the case that reference points are overlapping or
collinear, which overcomes the limitations of the existing convex
hull based methods. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
validated by an extensive experimental investigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Point-set matching is an important topic in computer vision

and pattern recognition. An object can be represented as a

point-set, and the similarity of two objects can be determined

by matching their corresponding point-sets. The key to the

point-set matching is how to describe a point-set effectively.

Zhang and Gao stated that for the object descriptor, the

representative content and effectiveness were the significant

representation issues [1]. The descriptors are expected to be

affine invariant and discriminative, which are useful for the

final goal of object recognition.

Many efforts have been made to find the affine invariant

relationship between the elements of point-set for feature

extraction. Liu et al. described that the point-set matching is al-

ways matching two point-sets with noise and outliers [2]. Most

state-of-the-art image matching methods are based on frame

and texture, which utilise sequential attributes as features. Cox

and de Jager figured out that reducing the number of features

in a large image is an efficient way for image matching [3].

Utilising feature points instead of lines is a way to reduce

the number of features. Since both two-dimensional (2D)

and three-dimensional (3D) images are constructed by points

(pixels), an image can be treated as a point-set. Furthermore,

an object matching problem is mainly to match object with its

affine transformed model. Therefore point-set matching can be

adapted to resolve image recognition and shape matching.

Researchers have developed a variety of point-set matching

methods. Mikolajczyk and Schmid proposed an approach

for detecting interest points with affine invariant property

within an affine Gaussian scale-space [4]. Ho and Yang [5]

treated points as complex numbers and interpreted that the

corresponding objects were mutually transformed with a co-

efficient, which was computed from unit complex numbers

without knowing the correspondence. Liu et al. [2] treated

rigid point-set matching as the similarity of transformations

on x-axis and y-axis, and took this similarity between point

and its neighbours to calculate the matching similarity of

point-sets. A rich descriptor was introduced by Grigorescu

and Petkov [6] to describe spatial relationship between feature

points. It contained the distances between given points to

others. This descriptor was used to calculate the dissimilarity

of feature points within point-set. Aiger and Kedem gave

an asymptotically faster algorithm for rigid transformation

and proposed novel algorithms for homothetic and similarity

transformations [7]. McAuley and Caetano [8] specified a

graphical model to solve the large point-set matching problem

and adapted the model to handle occlusions. For non-rigid

point-set matching, an algorithm was suggested to map non-

rigid point-sets through using the joint estimation of thin-plate

spline in [9]. Zia et al. [10] proposed a 3D point-set matching

method based on hyperspectral images by using point-wise

correspondence and they adapted it for the 3D reconstruction.

Convex hull was introduced to solve the point-set matching

problem by Yang and Cohen [11]. They adapted invariance of

area ratio for convex polygons to match vertices of convex

hulls. Chen et al. utilised affine preserved feature points,

named extended centroids, to constitute random triangles [12].

Extended centroids of an image were also extracted to recon-

struct convex hull and build triangles [13]. Zhang et al. [14]

applied extended centroid of a grayscale image and calculated

affine invariant features using length ratio of parallel line

segments. Fan et al. [15] introduced convex hull into 3D point-

set matching. Gope and Kehtarnavaz [16] proposed a method

to assemble triangles and extract barycentric coordinate as

its invariant feature. An enhanced Hausdorff distance was

suggested in their paper for measuring the similarity between

point-sets. This method inspired our work, but it has some

limitations on dealing with collinear and overlapping points.

In this paper, we propose a novel convex hull bisection

method for point-set matching. In this method, extra reference



points are derived by bisecting the convex hull associated

with each point of the point-set. All available reference points

are used to yield affine invariant features for describing the

spatial relationship of the points. Some derived reference point

independent features are also introduced for suppressing noise

and enhancing the discriminative capability of shape matching

method. An extensive experimental study is conducted to

validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

This paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews con-

vex based point-set matching method and enhanced Hausdorff

distance as well as their limitations. Section III describes the

proposed affine invariant point-set matching method based on

convex hull bisection. Then experimental results are presented

in section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded in section V.

II. CONVEX BASED POINT-SET MATCHING

In this section, we will review convex hull based method

with enhanced Hausdorff distance (CH-EHD) which inspired

our work.

A. Affine Invariants

1) Convex Hull: The convex hull of a point-set is the

area-minimising convex space, which contains all points. The

properties of convex hull are given in [17]. An important

property we can adapt to the point-set matching is that the

convex hull is affine invariant [11], [18]. It means we can

directly transform a convex hull instead of generating it from

the transformed point-set.

2) Affine Preserved Points: Affine preserved point is a

point that the notion of the point is always maintain under

any affine transformation. Centroid is a well-known affine

preserved point for any convex polygon [19]. For a convex

polygon, the centroid point is always the centroid of polygon

after affine transformation. The centroid of a convex hull is

also affine preserved because convex hull in 2D space is a

convex polygon [20]. Another applicable affine preserved point

in point-set is the mean of points. Since the mean point of

transformed point-set equals to transform mean point itself, it

is affine preserved [16].

3) Barycentric Coordinate: Barycentric coordinate is the

point coordinate lying in the plane of a triangle. For any point

p, it can be formally written as follows:

p = αv1 + βv2 + γv3

s.t. α+ β + γ = 1
(1)

where v1, v2, v3 are three vertices of a triangle and [α, β, γ] is

the barycentric coordinate of p. Gope and Kehtarnavaz proved

that the barycentric coordinate is affine invariant [16]. In [21],

Floater et al. reviewed different barycentric coordinate gener-

ation methods and suggested that Wachspress coordinate [22]

is positive and affine invariant in any convex polygon.

B. Derived Reference Point

For the generation of a triangle for any point in a point-

set, a derived reference point is proposed by Gope and

Kehtarnavaz [16]. This derived reference point is derived from
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Fig. 1: Selection of reference points v1 (the centroid), v2 (the

mean point), and derived reference point v3 for feature point

p. ∆t is the triangle constructed by vertices v1, v2 and v3.

other two affine persevered points and it is related to the shape

of the convex hull. Figure 1 shows how to calculate the derived

reference point v3. Given a point-set S = {s1, s2, ..., sm} and

its convex hull CH = {ch1, ch2, ..., chn}. v1 is the centroid

of CH , v2 denotes the mean point of S. For a random point

p (p ∈ S), draw two rays: −→pv1 and −→pv2, the intersections of

rays to the edges of convex hull are i1 and i2. Connecting i1
and i2 by a line, let v3 be the midpoint of line segment i1i2.

It can be proved that v3 is affine preserved since:

1) the intersection of two lines is preserved under affine

transformation, and

2) the midpoint of a line segment is affine invariant.

Therefore, a triangle ∆t is generated using these three affine

preserved vertices [v1, v2, v3]. Then the barycentric coordinate

of p to ∆t can be calculated.

C. Enhanced Hausdorff Distance

In [23], Huttenlocher et al. applied Hausdorff distance

to point-set matching. Gao and Leung extended it to mea-

sure the distance between line segments [24]. Dubuisson

and Jain utilised a modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) as

the mean distance of two sets [25]. Given two point-sets

U = {u1, u2, ..., uj} and V = {v1, v2, ..., vk}, the modified

Hausdorff distance is defined as:

H(U, V ) = max(h(U, V ), h(V, U)) (2)

where h(U, V ) is a directive distance from U to V :

h(U, V ) =
1

j

∑

u∈U

d(u, V ) (3)

The d(u, V ) represents the minimum distance from point u to

point-set V , which is defined as:

d(u, V ) = min
v∈V

‖u− v‖ (4)

Here, ‖·‖ is a norm.

The enhanced Hausdorff distance (EHD) applies the MHD

and adapts the number of competitive points with a weight.
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Fig. 2: Two samples of point-set under limitations: (a) point p is collinear with the mean point and the centroid; (b) the mean

point and the centroid are overlapping.

By modifying Equation (3), the directive distance he(U, V ) is

calculated as:

he(U, V ) =
1

j − ψ

∑

u∈U

d(u, V ) (5)

where d(u, V ) is the same as in Equation (4). If l points

(l > 1) in U matches to same point v ∈ V , there are

l− 1 competitive points for v. The weight ψ is calculated by

summing all competitive points for the set V . The calculation

of ψ follows these steps:

1) Generate a k-dimensional array Λ with all cells initialised

by −1;

2) Find the nearest point in V for each u ∈ U , and increase

the corresponding cell in Λ by 1;

3) ψ equals to the sum of all cells with value greater than

0 in Λ.

Since ψ contains the number of competitive points, j − ψ

removes all competition points so that EHD increases the

discriminative power of matching when competitive points

exist.

D. Limitations

The method proposed by Gope and Kehtarnavaz uses the

centroid of the convex hull and mean point of point-set to

calculate a derived reference point, and then generates a trian-

gle with these three points [16]. However, in some situations,

this method is insufficient to derive a proper reference point.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 2(a), when a point (p) is collinear

with the centroid and the mean point, finding the derived

reference point for point p is impossible. Thus, a triangle

cannot be built for gathering barycentric coordinate. Secondly,

for any centrosymmetric point-set, i.e., the case shown in

Figure 2(b), the reference points are overlapping. Any point

within the point-set cannot generate a derived reference point

and construct a feature. The third limitation is that the derived

reference point is highly dependent on the edge of the convex

hull. When the shape of the convex hull is largely impacted

by noises, the derived reference point varies significantly, so

the performance of matching is not stable under noises.

III. MATCHING USING CONVEX HULL BISECTION

In this section, we introduce the convex hull bisection

(CHB) method to divide convex hull into two convex polygons

and apply affine preserved points of these polygons to extract

affine invariant features. We utilise these features to generate

an affine invariant descriptor of points.

A. Affine Transformation and Invariance

An affine transformation is an important geometric transfor-

mation adopted by computer vision. It includes translation,

rotation, skewing and scaling operations. An affine transfor-

mation is also a subgroup of the projective transformation.

Mathematically, an affine transformation of 2D object can be

defined as follows. Given a set of points S, the transformation

equation is:

S′ = AS +B (6)

where S′ is the transformed set, A is a 2-by-2 transformation

matrix and B represents a translation vector. For any point

with coordinate [x, y] in S, the transformation can be written

as:
[

x′

y′

]

=

[

a11 a12
a21 a22

] [

x

y

]

+

[

b1
b2

]

(7)

The areas of the transformed 2D objects are scaled by

det|A|, where det| · | denotes the matrix determinant. Thus,

the area ratio of graphs is invariant to the same affine transfor-

mation. So we can apply area ratio as the feature to construct

our descriptor.

B. Convex Hull Bisection

For any point-set S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}, let its convex hull

be CH = {ch1, ch2, ..., chn} (n ≤ m) and the centroid be

c. For any point p 6= c in S, we can draw a line pc. The

intersections of pc and the convex hull CH are i1 and i2.

Then the convex hull is divided into two convex polygons
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Fig. 3: Convex hull bisection into two convex polygons (P1

and P2) for feature point p, and the affine preserved points (c,

m, sc1 and sc2).

P1 = {ch1, ..., chk, i1, i2} and P2 = {chk+1, ..., chn, i1, i2}.

We name it as the Convex Hull Bisection associated with the

given point p. Let sc1 and sc2 denote the centroids of the

convex polygon P1 and the convex polygon P2 respectively.

Figure 3 gives an example to illustrate the proposed convex

hull bisection.

The intersections i1 and i2 are preserved because the

intersection of two straight lines is preserved under affine

transformation. Furthermore, transformed polygons P ′
1 and

P ′
2 maintain the vertices points in the transformed convex

hull CH ′ = {ch′1, ch
′
2, ..., ch

′
n} because points in CH are

transformed under the same transformation. All points on the

transformed straight line p′c′ can be calculated by transform-

ing each point on straight line pc separately. So transformed

intersections i′1 and i′2 are the same as transforming i1 and

i2 directly. Therefore, all points in P ′
1 = {ch′1, ..., ch

′
k, i

′
1, i

′
2}

and P ′
2 = {ch′k+1

, ..., ch′n, i
′
1, i

′
2} are affine preserved. The

bisected convex hulls are affine invariant. It is easy to prove

that the centroids of P ′
1 and P ′

2 are the same as transforming

sc1 and sc2. We can apply the centroids as the reference points

to construct features. From now on, the reference points are

defined as R = {c,m, sc1, sc2}.

Centroids of bisected convex hulls can be seen as a kind of

extended centroids. Since all extended centroids and centroid

are linearly distributed (which is described in [13]), c, sc1
and sc2 are always collinear. Therefore, it is important that

we shall never use these three points as vertices to construct

a triangle. Although we have these four affine preserved

feature points, they are not enough to represent the point p

in the matching problem. We still need to construct an affine

invariant descriptor for p.

C. Affine Invariant Feature Descriptor

As mentioned above, the area ratio of objects is affine

invariant. To extract feature descriptor, we adapt area ratio

of triangles, which is constructed by the reference points.

To remove the limitation of overlapping reference points, we

calculate the area of triangles by two reference points (v1

and v2) for any point p in a point-set S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}
as follows:

Ap(v1, v2) =

{

area(∆(v1, v2, v3)) if v1 6= v2

0 otherwise
(8)

where v1 ∈ R, v2 ∈ R, and v3 is the derived reference points

using the method in section II-A3) by v1, v2 and p. The

area(·) denotes the function to calculate the triangular area

with three vertices.

We use six groups of reference points as v1 and v2 respec-

tively: 1) c and sc1, 2) c and sc2, 3) m and sc1, 4) m and

sc2, 5) sc1 and sc2, 6) c and m, where m is the mean point

of point-set, c is the centroid, sc1 and sc2 are the centroids

of bisected convex hulls. Among these six groups, except the

worst case that p and c are overlapping, at least the first five

groups are non-zero. It should be noted that if c and m are

overlapping, Ap(c,m) = 0, Ap(c, sc1) = Ap(m, sc1) and

Ap(c, sc2) = Ap(m, sc2).

The areas of triangles are not stable under noises. This is

because the triangles are constructed using the derived refer-

ence points which are calculated based on the intersections of

straight lines and the edges of the convex hull. The shape

of the convex hull is heavily affected by noises. We say

these features are derived reference point dependent (DRP-

Dependent). To reduce the impact of noises, we define another

5 derived reference point independent (DRP-Independent)

features: 1) area(∆(m, c, p)), 2) A′
m(p,m), 3) A′

m(p, c),
4) A′

s(p,m), 5) A′
s(p, c), where A′

m(·) is the mean area of

all triangles, which is defined as:

A′
m(p, c) =

1

n− 1

n
∑

i=1,si 6=p

area(∆(p, c, si)) (9)

s
3

s
4

s
2mc

p

Fig. 4: DRP-Independent triangles for feature point p = s1
(s1 ∈ S). The cyan triangle is the ∆(m, c, p). The pink

triangles are the triangles used in A′
m(p, c) and A′

s(p, c). The

green line segment is the overlapping edge of ∆(m, c, p) and

∆(p, c, s3).



The standard division of triangle areas A′
s(·) is:

A′
s(p, c) =

√

√

√

√

1

n− 2

n
∑

i=1,si 6=p

(area(∆(p, c, si)) −A′
m(p, c))2

(10)

These two features are calculated by summing all triangle

areas together. These triangles are constructed by the points

in point-set and the corresponding reference points. Figure 4

gives an illustration of DRP-Independent triangles. For the

situation that m and c are overlapping, the DRP-Independent

features have area(∆(m, c, p)) = 0, A′
m(p, c) = A′

m(p,m)
and A′

s(p, c) = A′
s(p,m). If p = m, all features constructed

using point p and reference point m are equal to 0.

Now we can define our descriptor for point p as:

−→
f (p) =

{

NaN if collinear(p, c,m) or p = c
−→
f ′(p) otherwise

(11)

where collinear(·) is a boolean function, which is used to test

if p is collinear with any other two reference points.
−→
f ′(·) is

formally defined as follows:

−→
f ′(p) = [(Ap(c,m), Ap(c, sc1), Ap(c, sc2), Ap(m, sc1),

Ap(m, sc2), Ap(sc1, sc2), area(∆(m, c, p)),

A′
m(p,m), A′

m(p, c), A′
s(p,m), A′

s(p, c))] (12)

Since collinear reference points are always collinear under

affine transformation, we can ignore them when constructing

features. Regarding the particular situation when p and c are

overlapping, we treat it as the same as they are collinear.

It means that the vector of p will be directly ignored when

constructing features, because this point preserves overlapping

under transformation. The descriptor for any point in a centro-

symmetric point-set has two areas equal to 0, i.e. Ap(c,m),
area(∆(m, c, p)), and four pairs with the same areas except

Ap(sc1, sc2). Using all points in set S, we can construct the

descriptor matrix as fs = {
−→
f (s1),

−→
f (s2), ...,

−→
f (sn)}. This

matrix is normalised by the maximum value of each column

in the descriptor.

Now, we have defined a normalised descriptor as the

affine invariant feature descriptor to represent point p, and

it addressees the limitation on reference points collinear and

overlapping situations. Then we can apply this descriptor to

match the points in other point-sets by calculating the distance

between features.

D. Matching Process

When matching two point-sets SX = {sx1, sx2, ..., sxj} and

SY = {sy1, sy2, ..., syk}, a feature vector is generated for

each point in both sets. We use these vectors to construct

two descriptor matrices fX = {
−→
f (sx1),

−→
f (sx2), ...,

−→
f (sxj)}

and fY = {
−→
f (sy1),

−→
f (sy2), ...,

−→
f (syk)}. Then we apply

enhanced Hausdorff distance to achieve higher discriminative

capability as follows:

He(fX , fY ) = max(he(fX , fY ), he(fY , fX)) (13)

where he is calculated using Equation (5). The L2-norm is

used to calculate the minimum distance from a point in SX to

the point in SY via Equation (4). The distance between points

is formally written as:

de(fx, fY ) = min
fy∈fY

‖fx − fy‖2 (14)

He is the distance of point-sets SX and SY . The smaller this

distance is, the more similar two point-sets are.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We have described the proposed CHB method in the previ-

ous section. Now we show its performance on resolving the

point-set matching problem, and its discriminative capability.

A. Experiments on Point-set Matching with Limitations

To study how our method deals with collinear limitation,

we generate four point-sets including one containing collinear

points as in Figure 5. We compare each set to others by

using CH-EHD and the proposed method. The produced

distance matrix is shown in Table I. The matrix includes

distances from every set to the others, which is calculated

by EHD. The distances here are not significant to show the

capability of matching performance of two methods, which

will be discussed further in the following experiments. This

experiment is only to demonstrate that how these methods

perform under certain situations. It can be observed that the

CH-EHD fails when comparing collinear set d with others, but

our method works properly.

We use the same method as in [2], [26] to generate the point

overlapping dataset. We generate twenty-five point-sets with

70 points in each set. These sets contain 5 centrosymmetric

point-sets to simulate the point overlapping situation. Three

arbitrary transformed sets are generated for each set. Each set

and its transformed sets are classified into one class. Figure 6
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Fig. 5: Point-sets for experiments: (a)-(c) normal point-sets;

(d) point-set with collinear points.



TABLE I: Distance Matrix for Collinear Sets

CH-EHD [16] Proposed CHB

a b c d a b c d

a 0 0.28 0.33 Fail 0 0.99 0.48 0.72

b 0.28 0 0.34 Fail 0.99 0 0.97 1.69

c 0.33 0.34 0 Fail 0.48 0.97 0 1.06

d Fail Fail Fail Fail 0.72 1.69 1.06 0

illustrates the synthetic dataset. In the experiment, we apply

EHD to calculate the distances from one set (the probe set) to

all other sets. If the nearest set and the probe set are in the same

class, it is a correct matching. Otherwise, it is an incorrect

matching. We also add zero-mean n variance Gaussian noise

to all point-sets to check the robustness of different methods

to noises. The results are shown in Figure 7.

It can be obviously found that our method works favourably

at the position of 0 variances. But CH-EHD fails at that

position. When noise is added, point-sets are not overlapping

anymore, so the correct matching ratio increases for CH-EHD

at 1 variance. The results also show that our method is stable

than CH-EHD under noise. Because they are highly related
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Fig. 6: Samples of synthetic dataset: (a) the original point-

set without centrosymmetric; (b)-(d) three arbitrary trans-

formed point-sets of (a); (e) the original point-set with centro-

symmetric; (f) arbitrary transformed point-set of (e).
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Fig. 7: Experiment results of point-set matching under over-

lapping limitation and noise.

Fig. 8: Samples images from MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 dataset.

to the derived reference points, the performance of CHB and

DRP-Dependent only drops dramatically with large values of

the variance of Gaussian noise. With DRP-Independent only,

our method performs at a better level on stability than CH-

EHD and DRP-Dependent only.

B. Experiments on Shape Matching

We use three image datasets to evaluate the shape matching

performance of different methods. Instead of wrapped images,

we are interested in evaluating our method with a higher

intra-shape-variant dataset. The first dataset is MPEG-7 Core

Experiment CE-Shape-1 (MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1) dataset [27]

as shown in Figure 8. As Wang and Gao suggested this

database was widely used to estimate the performance of

shape recognition methods [28]. This dataset contains 70

different classes. Each class has 20 binary shape images.

The images within each class have highly intra-shape-variance

(Figure 9). Jiang et al. applied four rigid transformations to

each object [29]. We directly test our proposed method using

all images from dataset without any transformation operation.

We manually apply Canny edge detection method [30] to

extract edges of images and treat the edge map as a point-

set. Ten images are randomly sampled from each class in the

dataset. Then we have 10 × 70 = 700 images in the gallery,

and the rest 700 images are probes.



Fig. 9: Sample of intra-shape-variant images within MEPG-7

CE-Shape-1 dataset.

Fig. 10: Original images within transformed classes from

MPEG-7 CE-2 A4 dataset.

Fig. 11: Sample images from labeled classes, images in first

column are original images, others are transformed image from

original images.

The second dataset is MPEG-7 region shape dataset CE-2

A4 set (MPEG-7 CE-2 A4). This dataset contains 3101 binary

images. Among them, 330 images are labelled as transformed

images in this dataset. These 330 images are classified into 30

classes with 11 images in each class. There is 1 original (as

shown in Figure 10) image in each class and the rest 10 images

in class are transformed from the original image. Sample

transformed images in this dataset are shown in Figure 11.

We use these 330 transformed images as a dataset in our

experiment. Five random images from each class are used as

probes and the others construct a gallery.

Because the existing public available datasets do not ful-

fil our experiment requirement, i.e., images are with affine

transformation only, we also create a simulated dataset. In this

dataset, we manually collect 36 vehicle logo images from the

Internet. There are no separate parts in all logos, which means

that all logos can be represented as a closed contour object.

For each logo, we create 9 arbitrary affine transformations

using Equation (6). In total, we have 360 images in 36 classes.

We apply the same testing protocol as MPEG-7 CE-Shape-

1 dataset, using 180 random probes (5 in each class) and

180 gallery images. Sample images of this dataset are given

in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows arbitrary affine transformed

images.

Because the purpose of this experiment is to show how

our point-set matching method works for image matching, we

design an experiment for seeking the most similar image in the

gallery of a probe to verify if the probe is an affine transformed

sample of the gallery image. Each probe is used to match with

images within the gallery to check if the probe and its nearest

image are in the same class. If they are in the same class, there

is a correct match. The correct matching ratio was calculated

by:

Ratio =
Number of Correct Matchings

Number of Probes
× 100% (15)

To prove that our method maintains recognition capa-

bility while keeping the affine invariant property, we

adopt Inner-distance Shape Context with Dynamic Program-

ming (IDSC+DP) method [31] and Height Functions (HF)

method [32] as benchmarks for the matching experiment. The

results are shown in Table II. Performance for DRP-Dependent

and DRP-Independent features only are given as well.

TABLE II: Results of Shape Matching Experiments

Method MPEG-7
CE-Shape-1

MPEG-7
CE-2 A4

Simulated
Set

Proposed CHB 87.14% 95.33% 82.22%

DRP-Dependent features 71.86% 91.33% 74.44%

DRP-Independent features 76.71% 90.00% 71.67%

CH-EHD [16] 65.28% 89.33% 61.67%

IDSC+DP [31] 92.00% - 41.67%

HF [32] 85.42% - 55.56%

In the first column of Table II, our CHB method demon-

strates competitive matching capability comparing with image-

Fig. 12: Sample logo images of simulated dataset.

Fig. 13: Samples of arbitrary affine transformed logo.



matching-specific approaches IDSC+DP and HF. Because the

MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 dataset is not affine-wrapped, CH-EHD

does not produce good results. In the second column of the

table, it can be seen that the proposed CHB method has the

highest correct matching ratio on MPEG-7 CE-2 A4 dataset.

IDSC+DP and CH methods are unable to deal with this dataset

because some images contain separate parts (as shown in

the third row of Figure 11). According to the last column

of the table, the proposed CHB method demonstrates the

best performance among all methods. Comparing with affine

invariant methods, IDSC+DP and HF methods indicate their

limitations on the affine-wrapped dataset. Among experiments

on all three datasets, our method with DRP-Dependent and

DRP-Independent achieve higher performance than CH-EHD.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced an affine invariant point-

set matching approach. This approach adapts convex hull

bisection for each point in point-set, to derive affine preserved

points as reference points. The corresponding reference points

are used to construct a feature descriptor for each point to

represent the spatial information of point-set. Our approach

addresses the limitations in overlapping and collinear situation.

The experimental results have validated its effectiveness. It is

also proved by the experiments that, comparing with other

benchmark methods, our approach has higher discriminative

power while maintaining the affine invariant property. The

image matching performance for our method can be further

boosted by applying feature points instead of edge points

extracted by Canny edge detector. Although our method is par-

tially robust to noise, it can be improved by developing more

DRP-Independent features and removing all DRP-Dependent

features.
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